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In 2017, the National Tax Agency (NTA) of Japan released on its website its vision

(“Future Vision”) on how to enhance its capacity to tackle with a variety of

challenges it faces. The NTA periodically updates and publishes progresses made

after the initial release.

“Future Vision" of Japan’s Tax Administration

Background:

- Rapid increase in physical volume of operations dealing with taxpayer over years

- Resource constraint in the NTA

- Need to follow up external changes including development of ICT and

globalization and digitalization of economies, which eventually put further

pressures on enforcement activities                    
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Number of individual income tax returns filed (in tens of thousands)

Number of corporations as of the end of year (in tens of thousands)

* Years refers to operational years that start from July and end in June of the following year, except for the table for the number of NTA staff for which accounting 

years (April-next March) are used.

Number of persons who filed an income tax return with income 

over 100 million yen

Number of persons who filed an inheritance tax return with 

taxable value of over 100 million yen

1997

(peaked)

2020 Difference

Number of regular 

employees

57,202 55,953 -1,249

(- 2.2%)

1989 2019 Difference

Number of returns 1,697 2,204 + 507

(1.3 times)

Of which concerns

refund

659 1,303 + 644

(2.0 times)

1989 2019 Difference

Number of 

corporations

235 317 + 82

(1.3 times)

2008 2019 Difference

Number of persons 15,139 23,550 + 8,411

(1.6 times)

2008 2019 Difference

Number of persons 37,204 47,576 + 10,302

(1.3 times)

Number of NTA staff
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Revamping of NTA’s IT systems
Centralization of internal administrative 

functions
Coordination and collaboration with local 

governments

Future vision

Tackle with 

important tax 

issues:

International

tax avoidance

Proper taxation 

to the affluent

Large scale/

Malicious tax fraud

* This future vision describes the image of tax administration, approximately 10 years from now, based on the premise that revamping of IT system and greater cooperation with external 

organizations can be achieved. The NTA will work towards its realization in stages by enhancing taxpayers’ convenience through promoting digital tax filing and payment, while 

introducing AI technologies. In the process, NTA will also continue to pay due attention to the needs of the IT system users, i.e. the taxpayers.

(Through greater utilization of ICT, enhance taxpayers’ convenience and efficiency of tax administration, and achieve tax payers’ trust.)

Enhanced efficiency and 

sophistication of taxation and 

collection (“Intelligent”)

Automated checking of filing contents

Offsite correction of minor errors

Application of AI in tax audit and collection

Greater convenience

for taxpayers

(“Smooth and Speedy”)

Provision of customized information

Automated tax consultation

Promotion of digital filing and payment

Full digitization of 

tax procedures

Tax procedures can 

be completed without 

visiting tax office

Adapting to ICT 

society

“Future Vision” of Japan’s Tax Administration

Several blocks of conceptual goals are set and the overall plan contains a series of

concrete measures to achieve each goal.
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Weekdays 
(business hours)

49%

Weekdays (non-
business hours)

26%

Weekends
25%

Chat-bot: automated consultation services

January – May 2020

400,000 inquiries
from 86,000 taxpayers

Necessary documents 
to deduct housing loan?

Select one of the following options:
- Tax deduction of a new house
- Tax deduction of a secondhand house

Necessary documents for filing 
depend on  whether you bought a 
new house or secondhand.

Question from taxpayer:

Answer from Chat-bot:

Non-business hours
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External operations

Analyze, consider and
select the targets for tax audit

Information system

Income tax Corporate 
income tax

…

xx 

information

Collection

Taxations Taxations Collections

Spreadsheet softwareVarious statements
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Individual tax audit

Various 

statements

Corporate tax audit

Various 

statements

Collectionof 

delinquent tax

Various 

statements
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Development of ICT and AI tools for enforcement activities

Now Future vision
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Information system Internet 

Income tax Corporate … Collection
income tax

Taxations and collections and XX information
(Gather

External information information)

Other government 

agencies

Analyze, consider AI, BI and BA tools

and select the targets for tax audit
9:00 a.m.

(Monday) Send document

Send SMS
1. Taro Kokuzei Make reminder
2. Hanako telephonecall

Kokuzei Attend

Asset valuation  Various performance   Telephone call    Reconsider returns    Analyze optimal 

analysis list and examine wealth   contact methods

* If using various and diverse data, it is possible to analyze in a diverse and 

advanced manner

External operations Mobile device

Individual tax audit Corporate tax audit Collection of

delinquent tax

Future endeavors

Cross operation category data management  Data-centric operations (conduct various analyses by using ICT

 Information enhancement (information from other and AI)

government agencies and the Internet)  Use mobile device to refer to data from outside
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Data exchange at inter-governmental information platform 

National Tax Agency of Japan

Inter-governmental
information platform

Upload

Data from other parties
(e.g., banks, insurers, 

tax offices)

Tax declarations

Taxpayers

Expansion of service offerings

2020 Life Insurance
Mortgage loan

2021 Medical expenses
Earthquake insurance

2022- Social insurance 7



- Proper and effective use of tools introduced in relation to the OECD/G20 BEPS

Action plan

Common Reporting Standard (CRS), Country-by-Country Reports (CbCRs)

- Enhanced use of exchange of information under tax treaties

- Development of ICT and AI tools in line with the “Future Vision” of the NTA

Enhancing Capacity to Administer International Taxation

Information aspects

Resource aspects

- Focus areas of strategical importance

- Staff training
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Number of personnel working for the MAP office

Strengthening MAP Function

Strengthening the function for Mutual Agreement Procedures (MAP) is a key to

stabilize administration of transfer pricing cases and other treaty-related issues.

* Years refers to operational years that start from July and end in June of the following year.

Besides the MAP office, there are

more than 70 people at regional

bureaus working for analyzing and

processing MAP-APA applications.

In total, more than 110 people are

engaged in preventing and/or

resolving disputes on cross-border

double taxations.
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Collaboration with Asian Tax Authorities Concerning Staff Training

* Years refers to accounting years that start from April and end in March of the following year. 10


